
Anchor Concrete Fitch Validation

Savings Summary 

Fitch fuel reforming devices enable the release of more useful energy per unit of fuel. The result is the

ability to consume less fuel for the same amount of heat consumed in the process, or to increase 

process production rates for the same amount of fuel.  

A Fitch was installed into Anchor Concrete’s 30 Mbtu dryer that is used to dry sand and aggregate for

manufacturing concrete.  

The Fitch resulted in:

10.6% reduction in fuel consumption needed to obtain the same pre-installation level of production. 

or  

18% increase in production rates due to enhanced heat in the barrel. 



Methodology 

Measurements were taken on two consecutive days that had similar ambient temperature and 

moisture with raw material obtained from the same pile. 

 Anchor Concrete staff installed a flow meter to measure the amount of fuel consumed per ton of

product processed.

 Anchor Concrete staff installed the Fitch (but did not engage it for the baseline run).

 The burner was cleaned and tuned and combustion performance documented by Andrew

Osinski from Hauck prior to the baseline measurements thus eliminating the benefits of Fitch
technology being attributed to subsequent burner tuning.



Methodology (con’t) 

Three runs of 50 tons of aggregate were used to validate Fitch performance.  The first run, the

baseline, was established without Fitch, the second and third runs had the Fitchr engaged.

 The reduction in fuel consumed for the same amount of production was measured by comparing

the baseline without Fitch to the validation with Fitch.  For the validation, the raw material feed

was set at the same rate as the baseline but the burner oil input was reduced to maintain a

processed material temperature of 185 degrees.

 The increase in production capacity was measured by comparing the baseline without Fitch to
the validation with Fitch.  For the validation, the raw material feed was set at the greatest rate

possible while maintaining a processed material temperature of 185 degrees.

For all three runs: 

 Temperature of pre-processed raw material was measured every 20 minutes using a laser

thermometer confirmed with a baking thermometer

 Moisture content of pre-processed material was measured every 20 minutes

 Temperature of processed material was measured every five minutes using a laser thermometer

and baking thermometer.

 Processed material temperature was set at 185 degrees

 Fuel usage was metered and time needed to process 50 tons was documented

 Emission readings including excess air, CO, efficiency, and stack temperature measurements

were recorded every 30 seconds by Hauck.



Anchor Concrete Results 

Baseline Fuel Reduction 
Production 
Optimized 

  Tons processed 50 50 50 

  Gallons used 78.9 70.5 81.5 

  Run time 66 minutes 66 minutes 54 minutes 

  Gallons/ton 1.578 1.41 1.63 

  Gallons/minute 1.315 1.175 1.358 

  Tons/minute 0.76 0.76 0.93 

  Average pre-processed 
temperature 

41 35.5 38 

  Average moisture 2.03% 1.58% 1.79% 



Conclusions

Fitch Benefits:

 Increased productivity

 Decreased cost of production

 Financially compelling short and long term




